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Univ. of Miami, FL. For medical learners, interns, residents, nurses and nurse practitioners, and first-season
nephrology fellows. Concise handbook on solving problems concerning complex liquid, electrolyte, and acid-base
complications. Softcovers.
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A great reserve for ED, hospitalists, critical care physicians. The best path to mastery of acid base
problems. After scanning this book (not a ridiculously simple publication incidentally) I believe there is
absolutely no acid base issue I cannot strike and dissect. (I did! Only criticism is that it requires more
problems at the ends of each chapter. Dense I thought this would have a whole lot of helpful cartoons and
diagrams just like the Microbiology Made Ridiculously Simple book, but its mostly dense text message. I was
longing for a quick overview of the subject, but this doesn't quite fit the bill. loved these books. Extremely
informative and uses true scientific and ...! I am a nursing student who is a Licensed Nurse's Assistant &
Very informative and uses accurate scientific and medical conditions with out being "text book" . This book
saved me. bought over 11 years ago bought over 11 years ago.. e. ... Background: 1st calendar year medical
student (we.e. I'm another year medical student and utilized this book . I'm a first year PA student about
to enter into the second clinical year. Also the attending nephrologists utilize it! The book is well-created to
the point that if you simply trust that the author will explain what he means in the quickly to follow
paragraphs, you'll understand the content protected in this publication., the struggle is real). Thorough, but
NOT "ridiculously simple" This book does not have as many diagrams and learning tools as I would have liked.
It does have very thorough explanations that are readable and a lot of examples. I'm another year medical
student and used this reserve for my renal block and it had been a complete life saver! Covers everything

you need to know in a simplified method that begins from a solid base A MUST for any med student! False.
Perfect condition. This book is great! Its small size keeps it from becoming intimidating, and it is short
more than enough that you could cram two nights prior to the exam. It will require work, but by the
conclusion you will never end up being thrown by any combination of ph, bicarb, electrolytes, CO2. The
"made ridiculously simple" concept will not really apply right here. They utilize it on their flooring to teach
their nephrology fellows and residents about these often-misunderstood topics. It clearly answers most of
your queries about how to maintain acids and bases direct and also the guidelines for hypokalemia,
hyperkalemia, hyponatremia, and hypernatremia. For a smaller reserve, it packs a big punch! now a dialysis
tech trainee. I was hesitant to purchase this reserve because I was scared it was likely to be insultingly
basic. This "Ridculously Simple" book preserved me during our nephrology unit. It made challenging topics
accessible and in simple English; the queries section by the end of every chapter really helps to bring
principles jointly clinically. I struggled with kidneys and finished up acing the test, mostly because of this
book. Great refresh even on knowledgeable topics :) Background: 1st season medical student (i..I hear from
many medical learners/PA's they often refer to this book during their internal medication rotations. Lastly,
I came across the neuroanatamy publication by the same publishers equally as helpful... An improved title will
be "A Thorough Knowledge of Acid-Base, Liquids and Electrolytes".) In our classes, the attending
nephrologists swore by this book. "Clinical Pathophysiology Produced Ridiculously Simple" covers these ideas
with enough details for most healthcare professionals. I will suggest this book only when you need a higher
level of understanding, usually Clinical Pathophysiology Made Ridiculously Simple should meet your needs and
covers lots of other topics aswell.This format is great I would recommend other similar products for all
medical staff. Perfect condition. Excellent for sodium and acid base balance review Best reserve ever for
sodium and acid base. It’s ok It is ok. Five Stars In what of my son, "that is cooL" Five Stars Great book
Five Stars Great Five Stars Great book, timeless
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